
 Quick Maths recap Focused maths activities 

Monday Practise counting in different 

sequences from last week.   

The children need to know that we weigh things in grams (g) and kilograms (kg).  The children also need to 

know that 1000g = 1kg and that “kilo” means 1000.   They need to get a sense of how heavy 1g, 10g, 50g, 100g, 

500g and 1kg are.  I know you are unlikely to have these weights to hand but maybe find thigs that weigh 

these weights and give the children a chance to hold them.  You could also use something such as playdough to 

weigh out each of these amounts.    

Tuesday Play odd and even fruit splat 

game http://

www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/

early-math/odd-even-fruit-splat-

Raid your food cupboard!! Find a range of different food packages with the weight of the food clearly shown 

e.g. pasta 1kg, crisps 25g, bread 800g etc.  Ask you child to spot how heavy they are.  Some suggestions about 

what questions you could ask are on the Food Packages question sheet provided.  You may need to alter them 

depending on what food you have available.   

Wednesday Use Funky Mummy to 

consolidate previous learning 

https://www.ictgames.com/

mobilePage/funkyMummy/

index.html  

Have fun cooking with your child! It’s totally up to you what you choose to cook but Making Chocolate 

Crispies is there for your child to follow if you wish.  The important things is that your child is involved in the 

weighing of the ingredients.  Most people use digital scales now and these are very easy for children to read.  

Ask questions as you are weighing out e.g. how many grams of chocolate do we need?  Do we need more or less 

butter than chocolate?  There are 50g of chocolate on the scales but we need 60g.  How much more do we 

need?     

Thursday Use Smoothie Maker to 

consolidate previous learning 

https://www.ictgames.com/

mobilePage/smoothie/index.html  

Most of use digital scales in our kitchen but the children also need to know about analogue scales with 

pointers.  Look at the  Read the scales sheet.  Talk about what can be seen and where the pointer is pointing.  

Record what is being shown on each scale in grams or kilograms.     

Friday Practise counting in different 

sequences from last week.   

Weight of the boxes investigation. There are 3 boxes on the top shelf in the cupboard.  One box weighs 

2kg.  Their total weight is 10kg.  What might the other boxes weigh?  Who can find a different way?  

Encourage use of counters/cubes or other objects.   

There are also some examples of previous SAT questions involving weight.   

Text in bold is a separate document to be opened.   These documents can either be printed and filled in or viewed on screen as we realise not everyone has a 

printer.  You may just use these to give you inspiration and make up your own examples in a notebook.   The main thing is to practise counting in different number 

sequences and however you choose to do it will be fine.     
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